Impacts of Fluid Dynamics Simulation in Study of Nasal Airflow Physiology and Pathophysiology in Realistic Human Three-Dimensional Nose Models
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INTRODUCTION

The nasal cavity, with turbinates protruding from each lateral wall, is lined with pseudostatified columnar ciliated epithelium. Beneath the middle turbinates are the ostiomeatal complexes and outflow tracts from the anterior sinuses, and between the septum and the superior turbinates are the sphenoid outflow tracts. The physical shape of the nasal interior impacts significantly the important physiological functions of the nose, including air-conditioning, filtration, mucus flow, sinus drainage, and olfaction. Besides this, the nose also fulfills an important defense function as the first site of interaction with inhaled microbes, allergens, and chemicals. Critical to understanding all these nasal physiologic functions, is evaluating the pattern and intensity of inspiratory and expiratory airflow and how it interacts with the epithelium.

Standard rhinomanometry and acoustic rhinometry can determine changes in overall nasal airflow, resistance, and cross sectional areas, CFD enables additional measurements of airflow passing through the nasal cavity that help visualize the physiologic impact of alterations in intranasal structures. Therefore, it becomes possible to quantitatively measure, and visually appreciate, the airflow pattern (laminar or turbulent), velocity, pressure, wall shear stress, particle deposition, and temperature changes at different flow rates, in different parts of the nasal cavity. The effects of both existing anatomical factors, as well as post-operative changes, can be assessed. With recent improvements in CFD technology and computing power, there is a promising future for CFD to become a useful tool in planning, predicting, and evaluating outcomes of nasal surgery. This review discusses the possibilities and potential impacts, as well as technical limitations, of using CFD simulation to better understand nasal airflow physiology.
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inferior turbinate hypertrophy [8,18,19] and aerodynamic effects of inferior turbinate surgery [20-22], after endoscopic sinus surgery [11,23,24], drug delivery and usage of intranasal medication [25-27].

Realistic, life-like CFD models are constructed from high-resolution clinical CT or MRI images using a commercial computer algorithm that converts scan data into a three-dimensional (3D) model (Fig. 1). Model outputs include airflow pattern (laminar or turbulent), velocity, pressure, wall shear stress, particle deposition, and temperature changes, at different flow rates, in different parts of the nasal cavity. The effects of both existing anatomical factors, as well as post-operative changes, can be assessed. This review uses our previously published CFD study data as examples, and discusses the possibilities and potential impacts, as well as technical limitations, of using CFD simulation to better understand nasal airflow physiology.

CONSTRUCTION OF HUMAN NASAL MODEL AND CFD SIMULATION

The 3D nasal cavity model can be constructed from high-resolution MRI or CT images at intervals of 1.5 mm, or closer, in the axial plane. Segmentation is then performed using Mimics ver. 11 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium; http://www.materialise.com/) resulting in a 3D nasal cavity model (Fig. 1). Smoothing for some of the highly corrugated surfaces is necessary before computational meshing, consequently, a locally developed algorithm is used for surface smoothing before performing CFD simulations. Despite smoothing, the main airway is properly captured in the 3D models, including accurate shapes of the inferior, middle, and superior turbinates and nasopharynx. CFD simulations are then performed using commercial software such as Fluent 6.3.22 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA; http://www.fluent.com/) or Adina (Adina R&D Inc., Watertown, MA, USA; http://www.adina.com/). The airflow is initially assumed to be incompressible, steady and laminar.

The choice of airflow rate in CFD simulation is important, as it is necessary to mimic as much as possible natural human breathing. Normally, inspiratory nasal airflow for an adult can range from 5 to 12 L/minute for calm breathing, and increases to 40 L/minute for physical exercise, with extreme airflow rates as large as 150 L/minute [28]. With such a range of flow rates, the Reynolds number (Re) can range from $4 \times 10^2$ to $1.2 \times 10^4$. Turbulent flow typically happens when $Re$ is larger than $2 \times 10^3$, or 30 L/minute, inside a straight pipe. The onset of turbulence may oc-
cur at a lower $Re$ in the complex geometries of the respiratory tract [29]. Moreover, with nasal obstruction, the cross section of the nasal cavity is decreased, which increases local flow rates and induces turbulence (Fig. 2). Thus, it is reasonable and necessary to implement a turbulent flow model for simulations with a large flow rate, such as 30 L/minute [19,21].

**APPLIED AREAS**

Significance of CFD study in understanding nasal airflow physiology

Previous studies have attempted to visualize the nasal valve region using endoscopy [30], acoustic rhinometry, and computed tomography [31], but none have been able to illustrate the relationship between form (anatomy) and function (physiology) as well as CFD models [6]. Our numerical study shows that in the healthy nose, the inspiratory airflow with the highest air speed is found in the anterior and middle airway, between the inferior and middle turbinates and the septum, and especially between the internal nasal valve and the anterior ends of the turbinates [18] (Figs. 2, 3). The pattern of this normal airflow largely depends on the function of the nasal valve, the primary airway resistor. The location of nasal valve has been described to occur at the entrance of the piriform aperture, the region just anterior to the tip of the inferior turbinate [32]. It is normally the narrowest region of the nasal passage, and, therefore, is a critically important functional region for nasal airflow [32,33]. In a healthy nose, the nasal valve creates a zone of highly turbulent kinetic energy, high velocity, high negative pressure, and high wall shear stress (Figs. 2, 3). The nasal valve also changes the direction of the inspiratory air stream from the vestibule, and directs the bulk of airflow around the inferior turbinate. The aerodynamics of airflow changes significantly from a relatively laminar profile at the vestibule, to highly turbulent anterior to the head of the inferior turbinate. This is critical to facilitating mucosal contact for heating/cooling, humidification, and filtration of inspired air. This simple structure and the associated flow change, in conjunction with turbinate blood flow, gland function, and mucus transport, may explain directly the major physiologic function of the nose in conditioning inspired air.

Olfaction also depends on appropriate airflow past the olfactory epithelium at the apex of the nasal cavity. In the normal nose, the inspiratory air stream in the upper nose is low volume with low velocity and wall shear stress, and therefore, measurable durations for particle deposition, which could be the optimal condition for achieving good olfactory function (Fig. 3). However, in cases of moderate and severe nasal blockade, higher velocities and shear stresses, with negligible particle deposition times, is observed high in the nasal cavity, including the olfactory groove [18]. These changes in airflow could explain olfactory impairment in patients with persistent nasal obstruction due to turbinate hypertrophy.

The nasal cavity is able to condition (including both warming up and cooling down) inspiratory air to an optimal temperature before entering the lung. Our CFD study shows that anterior re-
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**Fig. 2.** Turbulent kinetic energy ($m^2/\text{second}^2$) airflow contours for a healthy nose with different flow rates. There is an obvious effect of airflow turbulence in maximizing air contact with the turbinate mucosa (small arrows).
Changes of airflow pattern in an anatomically abnormal nose
The nasal epithelium has a very complex vasculature, with a submucosal plexus of venous sinuses lining the nasal mucosa. These venous sinuses form erectile tissue that is well developed in the anterior part of the nasal septum, the inferior turbinate, and especially in the nasal valve region [34]. However, pathological enlargement of the inferior turbinates is a common mechanism of chronic nasal obstruction. The enlargement may be due to either the mucosal or osseous component, where the mean width has been reported to be nearly 11 mm when measured by CT [34,35]. In our CFD model, we were able to simulate turbinate enlargement by expanding the inferior turbinate homogeneously outward by 1 and 2 mm to simulate moderate and severe nasal obstruction [18]. These degrees of obstruction can also be represented by an approximately one third reduction of the minimum cross-sectional area (MCA, 1.453 cm² in the healthy nose) for the moderate (0.873 cm²) and two thirds (0.527 cm²) for the severe nasal obstruction. This ratio of MCA reduction in moderate and severe obstruction is similar to what was determined to occur during our previous study of nasal obstruction after nasal allergen challenge in allergic rhinitis patients [36].

From our CFD model of inferior turbinate hypertrophy, we were able to predict that the total nasal cavity pressure during inspiration is -10 Pa in a healthy nose, but -19 and -33 Pa in moderate and severe obstruction. The negative nasopharyngeal pressure induced by this nasal obstruction would be expected to impact soft palate function, and contribute to snoring and obstructive sleep apnea [18]. In addition, Eustachian tube function, important in the pathogenesis of middle ear disease, is affected by nasal obstruction. In our obstructing turbinate model, we observed a 4-fold higher air velocity, and negative pressure (~35%), at the Eustachian tube orifice [18], factors that are likely to be important for tubal function.

Turbinate reduction surgery may be indicated for inferior turbinate enlargement when conservative treatment fails. Using CFD simulations, we were able to quantitatively evaluate the effects of inferior turbinate surgery on nasal aerodynamics in a series of CFD models of the normal nose, nose with enlarged inferior turbinates [18], and the same nose after three surgical procedures: 1) resection of the lower third of the inferior turbinate, 2) excision of the head of the inferior turbinate, and 3) radical inferior turbinate resection. The results show that in the normal nose, the bulk of air streamlines traversed the common meatus between the inferior and middle turbinates in a relatively vortex-free flow. When the inferior turbinate is enlarged, the streamlines are directed superiorly at higher velocity, and wall shear stress in the nasopharynx is increased. Of the three simulated surgical techniques, wall shear stress and intranasal pressures achieved near-normal levels after resection of the lower third, but not in the other two surgical models. The airflow patterns and pressures obtained following radical turbinate resection were comparable to a previously published CFD study on a patient suffering with debilitating atrophic rhinitis, where the airstreams were disorganized and turbulent, resulting in minimal contact with the remaining nasal mucosa [37]. Furthermore, insufficient warming of inspired air was also demonstrated [8].

We have also studied airflow patterns in the presence of septal deviation, septal perforation, and nasal bone fracture in our CFD simulations [13,16,17]. In these studies, we were able to show major changes qualitatively and quantitatively in the pattern of inspiratory airflow (e.g., flow partitioning and airway resistance, velocity distribution, and intensity and location of turbulence), wall shear stress, and increased of total negative pressure through the nasal cavity. For example, the functional nasal valve region becomes less apparent or even disappeared in these pathological conditions.

Aerodynamic changes after functional endoscopic sinus surgery
Existence of airflow circulation or re-circulation inside the main

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data points</th>
<th>Velocity (m/second)</th>
<th>Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Wall shear stress (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Obstructed</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-16.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>-12.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-13.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional (3D) model of inspiratory air streamlines (blue), with air velocity, pressure and wall shear stress measurements, at three points in both normal (healthy) and obstructed nose models. The flow rate used in computational fluid dynamics simulation is 34.8 L/minute.
nasal cavity volume was found in healthy nasal models [1,38,39]. However, airflow going into the sinuses is negligible for a healthy nose, and this restricted amount of air exchange by the sinuses, through their ostia, helps to maintain stable intrasinus nitric oxide (NO) and humidity levels [40,41]. The sinuses produce NO [42], and a stable concentration is needed to maintain a sterile local environment and optimal host defense and local immunologic reactions [42,43]. Xiong et al. [44] found, by CFD simulation, that in the post-functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) model, there was an increase in airflow and air exchange in the maxillary, ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses, with a 13% increase of airflow through the area connecting the middle meatus and the surgically opened ethmoid. Similarly, our CFD study confirmed significantly increased airflow intensity, with turbulence, inside the maxillary sinus with an enlarged ostium after FESS [27]. The uncinate process may have a protective role in preventing deposition of bacteria and allergens into the sinuses during the inspiration. After standard FESS, with the removal of the uncinate and widening of ostia, the existence of continuous airflow circulation inside the sinuses may affect both local NO concentrations and deposition of bacteria and allergens into the sinus cavities [45,46].

CFD simulation for intranasal drug delivery

Intranasal medications, such as intranasal corticosteroids (INSs), a standard treatment for allergic rhinitis and rhinosinusitis, are commonly used in treating nasal diseases [47,48]. There have been some studies to quantify the impact of nasal obstruction [49,50] and head position [51] on INS deposition. Because these studies were small, and most were performed in healthy subjects, the results are inconclusive. In educational materials provided by INS-producing companies, various head positions are recommended for nasal drug use. However, not all these head positions are easily performed, nor well-supported by objective data. Our CFD study results demonstrate that there is no significant effect of head positions between 0° and 90° on drug flow through the nasal valve region [25]. As expected, moderate or severe nasal obstruction, due to inferior turbinate hypertrophy, decreases drug penetration rates (80.97-82.13%, 8.08-8.37%, and 0.21-0.27% in the healthy, moderately, and severely obstructed nose, respectively). We also found drug penetration increased by 10 to 20-fold in the presence of inspiratory airflow, when compared to no airflow (0-8.81%) [25]. Therefore, it is advisable to have both a steady, moderate inspiratory airflow and no obstruction in order to optimize INS particle deposition [25,26].

TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS OF CFD SIMULATION STUDIES

It can be argued that CFD studies are only simulations, and the predicted results are derived from complex calculations of the Navier-Stokes equation, which may not represent real life conditions. In the simulations, air is routinely regarded as being incompressible, in order that fluid dynamic theories will be easily applicable. This assumption is acceptable given that the pressure changes within the nasal cavity are small. Secondly, the aerodynamics of nasal airflow is complex due to the geometry of the nasal cavity. Unlike a smooth, incompressible tube, the nature of nasal airflow (laminar, turbulent or semi-turbulent) in different parts of nasal cavity varies due to the changes in surface structures, which requires some mathematical smoothing to enable simulation. As computer processing improves, closer approximations to the precise nasal contours will be able to be ever more accurately reflected in better 3D models. Already, however, the CFD models produce realistic models which agree with other methods of observing nasal air flow, and produce consistent, understandable results.

FUTURE STUDIES

Anatomical variations of the nasal cavity from person to person may also cause changes in the flow pattern of the nasal cavity. For example, a previous numerical study [1], found the highest inspiratory air speed was along the nasal floor, below the inferior turbinate, with a second, lower, peak occurred in the middle of the airway, between the inferior and middle turbinates and the septum, where we identified the maximum flows. This difference could be due to various factors. For example, different ethnic groups have evolved variant nasal morphologies under varied climatic conditions, which may result in nasal airflow variations and differing optimums and/or ranges of nasal functions. For example, we recently compared CFD simulations of nasal airflow patterns to understand the consequences of different nasal morphology between three subjects from Caucasian, Chinese, and Indian ethnic groups. The results show that more airflow passes through the middle part of the nasal airway in the Caucasian model, and more through the inferior part in the Indian model, as compared to the Chinese model [52]. The Indian model also showed extremely low flows through the olfactory region. However, more CFD studies are needed in different racial groups in order confirm and extend these pioneering data.

It is suggested by a recent study that virtual nasal surgery has the potential to be a predictive tool that will enable surgeons to perform personalized nasal surgery using computer simulation techniques [53]. Similarly, assessment of nasal function has also been shown to be evolving with the introduction of CFD techniques, which allow for a detailed description of the biophysics of nasal airflow that have the potential to change the way we assess nasal form and function [54]. Therefore, in the future, CFD studies may be useful in clinical situations, such as predicting the degree of functional impairment due to injury or ana-
tomic variations, and could help in determining the need for surgery, for surgical planning of corrections for inferior turbinate hypertrophy and other nasal anatomical malformations, and to evaluate the results of surgery or degree of disability. For this work, specialized CFD simulation software needs to be developed.

CONCLUSION

Modern CFD technology enables detailed study and objective measurements of many important physical characteristics of the airflow within anatomically accurate human nasal models, constructed from CT or MRI images. Although the results from CFD study are derived from complex calculations which may not exactly represent real life conditions, these simulations provide clinically useful, logically consistent, and understandable information that standard rhinomanometry and acoustic rhinometry cannot. CFD allows visual appreciation of nasal airflow, including airflow streamline patterns (with laminar or turbulent flow), velocity, pressure, wall shear stress, particle deposition, and temperature changes, under different flow rate conditions in different parts of nasal cavity. The effect of various anatomical variants, such as septal deviation or perforation, turbinate hypertrophy, and prior injury or surgery can all be easily visualized, and the effects on physiologic functioning can be appreciated. With expected improvements in CFD technology and computing power, there is a promising future for this technique to become a useful tool for evaluating degree of dysfunction, planning nasal surgery predicting outcomes, and evaluating surgical results.
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